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for private sector security organizations to abide by and
demonstrate accountability
to internationally recognized
norms of civil and human
rights while providing quality
assurance in the provision of
their products and services. It
will provide auditable requirements based on the
“plan-do-check-act” model for
third-party certification. By
following the proven ISO
model for management system
standards, security companies
will be able to integrate this
standard with their management system approaches and
focus efforts to better manage
their risk and prevent the occurrence of undesirable events.
“The standard will raise the
bar for industry best practices
consistent with the goal of si-

multaneously promoting stability and respect for human and
civil rights,” says Siegel. “The
standard will provide clear
benchmarks for assuring accountability and improvement
of performance and will serve
as a differentiator for companies that provide quality services and products. A growing
use of contract services by
governments and companies
around the globe needs an international initiative like this
to set the standards of quality
and ethical services.”

European Security
Conference a Hit
ASIS International 10th European Security Conference was
on April 3-6 in Vienna, Austria.
The event gathered approximately 360 senior security

managers from 44 countries.
The conference was opened
by keynoter Michal Moroz,
deputy minister of the Interior of the Czech Republic,
who outlined the Czech Government’s plans to combat
corruption. On the second day,
the keynote came from Hugh
McLeod, MBE, chief operating
officer of Stirling Assynt. He
explained the geopolitics of
the recent Arab uprisings. The
third day’s keynote speaker
was Brigadier Ian Abbott, OBE,
independent member of the
Thames Valley Police Authority, who elaborated on the
need for public-private partnerships in protecting critical
infrastructure.
The conference featured 36
high-level educational sessions provided by speakers

that included Rolf Rosenvinge,
CSO of GE Global Banking
Nordics, who spoke on industrial espionage; Dr. Christoph
Rojahn, senior manager of
forensic and dispute services
for Deloitte AG, who discussed
organized crime; and Dr. Henriette Haas, associate professor
of forensic psychology at the
University of Zurich, who
spoke on de-escalation skills.
In addition, sessions designed especially for CSOs
were organized by the ASIS
CSO Roundtable, which is the
ASIS forum for the most senior
security professionals from the
largest and most influential
enterprises in the world.
The conference also featured an exhibition hall of security product and service
providers. ■

Certification Profile
One might describe the career of Linda
Swenson Stoppacher, CPP, as an amazing
journey. The loss prevention expert has instructed students at the Shanghai University of Finance and Economics, enjoyed
cocktails in Edinburgh Castle, and dined in London’s House
of Lords. It’s all in a day’s work for Stoppacher, who began her career in the insurance industry 20 years ago in
the week she graduated from college. Today, she holds the
position of loss control consultant for Acadia Insurance in
Syracuse, New York.
Early in her career, Stoppacher sparked an interest in cultural property insurance and went on to earn her master’s
degree in historic preservation and museum management
from Boston University. A natural extension of that was to
develop security skills. Stoppacher joined ASIS in 2006
and earned her Certified Protection Professional® (CPP)
credential in the same year. Certification was an internal
requirement for the technical career path she had chosen.
“Certification provides credibility,” notes Stoppacher,
“There really is no price tag to be placed there.”
She believes that her ASIS certification has also helped
her to give back to her community. “I have reviewed security and evacuation plans for my children’s preschool,
aided in the allergen management and response program
for our elementary school, and written a disaster and
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emergency plan for a national kennel club,” she states.
Stoppacher relishes the fact that there is no “typical”
day of her work and that she is always learning. “I may be
visiting a museum to evaluate the controls in place to
transport and protect a collection one day, and the next, I
may be working with a trucking company to assess fleet
safety and cargo security,” she observes.
While there is little categorized as routine in Stoppach er’s daily schedule, interacting with customers and underwriters is a common thread. “This is a position for people
who enjoy being with people,” she states. Standards and
report writing are other commonalities. A day rarely
passes without Stoppacher accessing various standards,
such as those of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
the National Fire Protection Association, or the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
“The security challenges I face can be varied, which is a
challenge in and of itself,” Stoppacher comments. Customers present challenges ranging from curbing retail shrinkage, stopping metal pilferage, and ending cargo losses to
evacuation or emergency planning and personnel security
issues. Stoppacher credits her ASIS network with providing
additional expertise.“There are so many avenues to be explored in the field of security management,” says Stoppacher, who feels fortunate to have the position she holds.
By Leigh A. McGuire, ASIS public relations manager
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